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These model risk calculations consist of a subset of scenarios commonly encountered in diagnostic genetics 

laboratories for cystic fibrosis carrier testing. For each scenario, the residual carrier risk is estimated following a 

test result where no mutation is identified. 
 

The calculations are provided as a guide for laboratories, using the assumptions given below for ethnic origin, 

carrier frequency and test sensitivity. Laboratories/users should adjust these figures as appropriate (i.e. for the 

referral, their testing strategy, etc.). Laboratories/users should also be aware that the calculation for each 

scenario is only applicable for that specific scenario, and so calculations for other apparently similar scenarios 

are likely to differ. 
 

Many alternative approaches are possible for risk calculations of this type. We have adopted a Bayesian 

strategy, but even then many variations are possible. Therefore, for each calculation, two related approaches are 

given with accompanying explanations. 
 

We welcome comments and suggestions regarding possible alternative approaches or answers for the scenarios 

included here, and also suggestions for further examples that may be helpful (email to carl.fratter@ouh.nhs.uk). 

 

Assumptions: 

A) UK Caucasian population origin 

B) Allele frequency of CF mutations in UK Caucasian population = 1/50, so carrier frequency = approx. 

1/25 

C) Genetic test undertaken is for “common” CFTR gene mutations associated with CF, which account for 

90% of CF causing mutations (i.e. test sensitivity = 90%) 
 

Contents: 

Model Calculation 1  Carrier test for individual at population risk  
 

Model Calculation 2  Carrier test for parent or sibling of a carrier, mutation unknown 
 

Model Calculation 3  Carrier test for parent of a carrier, mutation known 
 

Model Calculation 4  Carrier test for sibling of a carrier, mutation known 
 

Model Calculation 5  Carrier test for offspring of a carrier, mutation known
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Model Calculation 1 

 

Carrier test for individual at population risk 

Test result: Mutation not detected 

 

Standard simple method: 

     Carrier  Non-carrier Notes 

Prior risk    1/25  24/25  Carrier frequency of CF in UK 
Caucasian population is 1/25 

 

Conditional – mut not detected: 1/10  1 

 

Joint:     1/250  24/25 = 240/250 

 

Therefore, carrier risk = 1/241 or ~0.41% 

 

Detailed method: 

(included to illustrate that adopting an approach based on determining possible genotypes inherited from 

parents, which can be helpful for more complex calculations such as model calc 4, gives the same answer as the 

standard simple method in this scenario) 

 

If N = normal allele, Mm = maternal mutation (mutation inherited from mother) and Mp = paternal mutation 

(mutation inherited from father), there are 4 possible prior genotypes: 

 Mp/Mm Mp/N N/Mm N/N 

Prior 1/50x1/50 = 

1/2500 

1/50x49/50 = 

49/2500 

49/50x1/50 = 

49/2500 

49/50x49/50 = 

2401/2500 

Carrier status Affected Carrier Carrier Not carrier 

Cond:     

Unaffected 0 1 1 1 

Mut not 

detected 

Not needed 1/10 1/10 1 

Joint - 49/25000 49/25000 2401/2500 = 

24010/25000 

 

Therefore, carrier risk  = (49+49)/(49+49+24010) 

    = 98 / 24108 

    = 1/246 or ~0.41% 
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Model Calculation 2 - Scenario 

                    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Carrier test for parent or sibling of a carrier, mutation unknown 

Test result: Mutation not detected 

Affected – no information

available on mutations

Presumed carrier

Affected – no information

available on mutations

Presumed carrier
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Model Calculation 2 - Calculations 

 

Please note that these calculations apply as long as only one parent is tested. If both parents are tested, then 

these calculations are no longer appropriate or correct (it would then be known whether the familial mutation 

can be detected by the test used). 

 

Detailed method: 

(shown for parents only; for siblings, an approach along the lines of that shown for model calc 4 can be 

adopted) 

 

If N = normal allele, M = mutation, U = unknown (i.e. allele at population risk), then one parent of the carrier in 

the pedigree shown must have genotype M/N and other U/N. 

 

M/N is a carrier. U/N has carrier risk 1/50 (population risk of having mutation on a single allele). 

M/N and U/N are equally likely for both parents. Therefore, carrier risk of either parent is the average of these 2 

risks: ½(1 + 1/50) = 51/100. 

 

     Carrier  Non-carrier Notes 

Prior risk    51/100  49/100  as discussed above 

 

Conditional – mut not detected: 1/10  1 

 

Joint:     51/1000 49/100 = 490/1000 

 

Therefore, carrier risk = 51/541 ~1/11 or ~9% 

 

 

Simplified method: 

     Carrier  Non-carrier Notes 

Prior risk    1/2  1/2  parents & siblings of a carrier 

      are all at ½ risk of the familial 
         mutation; other population related 

risks are much smaller & can be 

ignored 

 

Conditional – mut not detected: 1/10  1 

 

Joint:     1/20  1/2 = 10/20 

 

Therefore, carrier risk = 1/11 or ~9% 
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Model Calculation 3 - Scenario 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Carrier test for parent of a carrier, mutation known & detectable using the “common” CFTR gene 

mutation test employed 

Test result: Mutation not detected 

 

Homozygous for mutn A

Or compound het for A & another

Carrier of mutn A

Homozygous for mutn A

Or compound het for A & another

Carrier of mutn A
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Model Calculation 3 - Calculations 

 

Detailed method: 

 

If N = normal allele, MA = mutation A, U = unknown (i.e. allele at population risk), then one parent of the 

carrier in the pedigree shown must have genotype MA/N and other U/N. 

MA/N is a carrier. U/N has carrier risk 1/50 (population risk of having an unknown mutation, Mu, on a single 

allele). 

MA/N and U/N are equally likely for both parents. Therefore, both parents’ carrier risk is the average of these 2 

risks: ½(1 + 1/50) = ½(carrier MA) + 1/100(carrier Mu) 

 

Bayes: 

 Carrier MA 

(mutn A) 

Carrier Mu 

(popln allele) 

Non-carrier 

Prior ½ = 50/100 1/100 49/100 

Cond:    

Mut not 

detected 

0 1/10 1 

Joint 0 1/1000 490/1000 

 

Therefore, carrier risk = 1/491 or ~0.2% 

 

Simplified method: 

 

     Carrier  Non-carrier Notes 

Prior risk of carrying   1/50  49/50  ½ of the 1/25 population risk 

a mutation that is not       because one allele was transmitted 

the known familial mutation       to carrier offspring who is 

      clinically unaffected 

 

Conditional – mut not detected: 1/10  1 

 

Joint:     1/500  49/50 = 490/500 

 

Therefore, carrier risk = 1/491 or ~0.2% 
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Model Calculation 4 - Scenario 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Carrier test for sibling of a carrier, mutation known & detectable using the “common” CFTR gene 

mutation test employed 

Test result: Mutation not detected 

 

 

Homozygous for mutn A

Or compound het for A & another

Carrier of mutn A

Homozygous for mutn A

Or compound het for A & another

Carrier of mutn A
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Model Calculation 4 - Calculations 

 

Detailed method: 

 

As described in model calc 3, if N = normal allele, MA = mutation A, U = unknown (i.e. allele at population 

risk), then one parent of the carrier in the pedigree shown must have genotype MA/N and other U/N. 

 

4 possible genotypes derived from parental genotypes of MA/N and U/N: 

 MA/U N/U MA/N N/N 

Prior ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ 

Carrier status Carrier Affected Carrier Non-carrier Carrier Non-carrier 

49/50 1/50 1/50 49/50 1 1 

Cond:       

Unaffected 1 0 1 1 1 1 

Mut not 

detected 

0 0 1/10 1 0 1 

Joint - - 1/2000 49/200 = 

490/2000 

- 1/4 = 500/2000 

 

Therefore, carrier risk = 1/991 or ~0.1% 

 

 

Simplified method: 

 

     Carrier  Non-carrier Notes 

Prior risk of carrying   1/100  99/100  ½ of the 1/50 risk from 

a mutation that is not       the parent who is not a carrier 

the known familial mutation       of the known familial mutation (see 

model calc 3) 

 

Conditional – mut not detected: 1/10  1 

 

Joint:     1/1000  99/100 = 990/1000 

 

Therefore, carrier risk = 1/991 or ~0.1%
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 Model Calculation 5 - Scenario 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Carrier test for offspring of a carrier, mutation known & detectable using the “common” CFTR gene 

mutation test employed 

Test result: Mutation not detected 

 

Carrier of mutn ANot tested Carrier of mutn ANot tested
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Model Calculation 5 - Calculations 

 

Detailed method: 

 

If N = normal allele, MA = mutation A, U = unknown (i.e. allele at population risk), then one parent has 

genotype MA/N and other U/U. Each population risk allele, U, can either be Mu (unknown mutation) or N. 

Therefore, there are 4 possible prior genotypes: 

 MA/Mu MA/N N/Mu N/N 

Prior 1/2x1/50 = 

1/100 

1/2x49/50 = 

49/100 

1/2x1/50 = 

1/100 

1/2x49/50 = 

49/100 

Carrier status Affected Carrier of mutn A Carrier of 

unknown mutn 

Not carrier 

Cond:     

Unaffected 0 1 1 1 

Mut not 

detected 

Not needed 0 1/10 1 

Joint - - 1/1000 49/100 = 

490/1000 

 

Therefore, carrier risk = 1/491 or ~0.2% 

 

Simplified method: 

 

     Carrier  Non-carrier Notes 

Prior risk of carrying   1/50  49/50  the risk of inheriting a mutation 

a mutation that is not       from the parent at 1/25 population 

the known familial mutation       risk 

 

Conditional – mut not detected: 1/10  1 

 

Joint:     1/500  49/50 = 490/500 

 

Therefore, carrier risk = 1/491 or ~0.2% 

 

 


